The purpose of this paper is to prove the following conjecture of E. Granirer: if 5 is an infinite right cancellation left amenable semigroup then for each left invariant mean <f> of S, Granirer stated this theorem as a conjecture in [3], There he was able to prove it (in a stronger form) for all cases except when S is a socalled "AB group". An infinite torsion group 5 is an AB group if (a) 5 is amenable, (b) each infinite subgroup of 5 is not locally finite, cf. [3 ].
variant if (0, /"/) = (0,/) for 5 G 5 and /£ m (S), where lJE:m(S) is defined by (l"f)(si) =f(ss{). If m(S) has a left invariant mean then we say S is left amenable.
Each mean <j> on m(S) can be considered as a finite additive measure on the family of all subsets of S. For A dS, 4>(xa) will also be denoted by <t>(A). Clearly, if 0 is a mean then the range of 0, {<p(A):A(ZS}, is a subset of [0, l] . The purpose of this paper is to prove the following.
Theorem. Let S be an infinite right cancellation left amenable semigroup. Then the range of each left invariant mean on m(S) is the whole [0, 1 ] interval.
Granirer stated this theorem as a conjecture in [3], There he was able to prove it (in a stronger form) for all cases except when S is a socalled "AB group". An infinite torsion group 5 is an AB group if (a) 5 is amenable, (b) each infinite subgroup of 5 is not locally finite, cf. [3 ] .
Each mean <j> on m (S) corresponds to a unique probability measure Ht on ßS, the Stone-Cech compactification of the discrete set 5. The correspondence is characterized by (0,/) =Xas/_¿M«, where fE:m(S) and/-denotes its continuous extension to ßS. lîBQS, B~ will denote the closure of B in ßS. Sets of the form B~, BQS, are closed-open in ßS and they form a topological open basis for ßS.
For each s G S, we have a continuous mapping s~ of 5 into ßS defined by s~(si) =ssi, siG-S. s~ has a unique continuous extension to ßS. The extended mapping will also be denoted by s". If 5 is actually a group then, for each 5G5, s~ is a homeomorphism from ßS onto ßS (cf. 
